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Acknowledgement
Secwepemcúl’ecw yi7élye ell, re tmicws re Tk’emlú‘semc n7élye.
School District No. 73 (Kamloops-Thompson) acknowledges that it is on the
territory of the Secwepemc Nation, specifically the territory of the Tk’emlups te
Secwepemc People
Kamloops School District No. 73 is located within the traditional territory of the
Secwépemc people and includes the seven Secwépemc First Nations Bands:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc
Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band
Skeetchestn Indian Band
Simpcw First Nation
Adams Lake Indian Band
Little Shuswap Lake Indian Band
Neskonlith Indian Band

Our school partners with Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc through our Local
Education Agreement
https://www.sd73.bc.ca/en/schools-programs/resources/Aboriginal-Education/
Documents/TKEMLUPS-LEA---Final-Feb-24-2021.pdf and the Aboriginal
Education Enhancement Agreement
https://sd73aboriginaleducation.weebly.com/uploads/3/9/9/9/39998163/ea_20
16_signed_colour_-_1.pdf
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CONTEXT
Located in downtown Kamloops, Lloyd George Elementary is a single track French Immersion
school of choice with 452 students. We have 20 divisions, 27 teaching staff, 4 Certified
Education Assistants, 1.5 Learning Assistant Resource Teachers, 1 Aboriginal Education
Worker, a Principal and Vice-Principal. Lloyd George has an active Parent Advisory Council and
a highly involved parent community. Lloyd George is pleased to offer a fantastic music program
for grades 2 to 5 and a Band Program for grades 6 and 7. Students who are interested in music
enrichment can take part in our morning Jazz Band group. Our student leadership program has
enabled many students to take on various leadership opportunities throughout the school year.
Lloyd George students are well on their way to becoming educated, responsible citizens who
can speak Canada’s two national languages.
Literacy and Sense of Belonging will be our focus as a bilingual school since we are a School of
Choice and our kids draw from a large catchment on either side of the river.
To align with the SD73 Mission Statement in the new District Strategic Plan: École Lloyd George
will be supporting learning opportunities that enrich the lives of students to thrive in school and
life. We need to relook at District French assessments. To support this work, Jake Schmidt,
District Principal of Information Technology, is assisting us with finding data that is beyond a
comparison to Ecole South Sahali, but rather gives us data provincially against other French
Immersion Schools. Lisa Carson, Marianne Vande Pol and teachers from both École Lloyd
George and École South Sahali have realized the need for a Kindergarten Assessment in
French. A team worked on developing this assessment in May and June 2022.
As one of the SKSS Feeder Schools, we pride ourselves on our strong connection to our feeder
highschool, not only because of the French Immersion Program, but due to the close proximity
we have to our highschool. We can walk as it is only 3 blocks away. As a Family, we are a
diverse group: Urban/Rural, Schools of Choice, Dual Track, Broad Social Economic Groups,
First Nations Communities, Highly Collaborative and Student-Centered. As a family we strive to
align ourselves by using Family of Schools Meetings for Professional Development.
The school community will be involved in the development and progression of the plan on an
ongoing basis. Parents will be informed through our School Newsletter and monthly PAC
meetings/minutes regarding our goals. Staff will focus their work on the School Learning Plan at
our September Professional Learning Day September 19. Staff Meeting dates have already
been scheduled to be a focus on our School Learning Plan goals of Literacy and Sense of
Belonging. The staff made the decision in consultation with Administration on June 6, 2022 and
the dates have already been chosen for 2022-2023.
At every PAC Meeting monthly, the administration team engages the Parent Advisory
Committee in the goals of the school and the SLP. The PAC will have a voice to this work and
we hope that we can get parent support to assist us with improving in these areas. If the staff
can support the work at school and parents assist us at home as partners we hope to see a shift
in our results.

Learning Goal
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
To develop the ability of students to analyze critically, reason and think independently,
and acquire basic learning skills and bodies of knowledge; to develop in students a
lifelong appreciation of learning, a curiosity about the world around them, and a capacity
for creative thought and expression.
DISTRICT GOAL: Every learner will develop competencies and skills to succeed
academically.
DISTRICT OUTCOME: Students will meet or exceed literacy/numeracy expectations for
each level.
SCHOOL RESULTS ANALYSIS:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HixVXpLe2-DCpdt-tRymKXv2DYKUusKw
An analysis of the data shows us that we are performing well, in fact, ‘in the green’ for
our percentages for Literacy. That said, we need to improve from students ‘developing’
to ‘proficient’ and more students should be extending based on our current results in
both Gr. 4 and 7.
Also, our only measure is against École South Sahali and we need Jake Schmidt to
compare our data provincially against other French Immersion Schools to get a better
sense of our performance. Are we under performing or meeting the norms across the
province? Maybe we are actually doing better than we think?
SCHOOL GOAL:
Through developing students’ competencies, students will meet or exceed literacy
expectations.
To improve in Literacy, we will:
● Improve our instruction of phonological awareness and use research based
programs.
● Focus on developing the framework to continue to teach the skills of reading in
intermediate classes.
● Target instruction and intervention in early primary so that all students are
proficient in reading readiness using pre and post assessments.

● Learning Assistance models will change and Certified Education assistants
trained to support at promise readers with consistent instruction.
● A focus to improve students that are proficient to more students extending is a
focus. While it is important to target those that need support, at a School of
Choice, we also need to enrich and stretch proficient learners as well.
AREAS TO CELEBRATE:
● Our FSA results show that our students are successful.
● Our Grade Four Literacy (74%) for 2021-2022 is on par with the district result, but
we feel we could easily increase this to by 10% or higher above the district.
● Our Grade Seven Literacy (94%) is well above the district at 73%.
AREAS TO GROW:
● According to the data, our students show good success in English Language
Arts. However, we believe they don’t do as well in French Language Arts.
Unfortunately, we haven’t yet found an accurate French assessment for our
Intermediate students. We have been in contact with Patricia Persad who has
been in contact with Faye Brownlie to come up with an assessment that would
show where our students are in French Language Arts.
● The following graphs are showing where our Primary students are at with French
Literacy. As the learning in French becomes more challenging, we notice that
our diverse learners have a more difficult time to stay at grade level. Similarly,
this is when we also notice more worries in our students leaving primary and
starting in intermediate.

THE RESULTS OF SCANNING OUR LEARNERS in 2021-2022 and what we notice:

● As stated during our presentation in May 2022, learning a second language can
be challenging and not being successful can affect more than just grades, but
also our students’ mental health and well being.
● To support this, we have removed our Computer Lab (June 2022) and this room
will now be our Inclusive Education Room where we will target instruction and set
up Sensory Regulation Spaces for students who need times to reset in the day.

OBJECTIVES:
Aboriginal students will be meeting literacy expectations.
Our goal is to move the students who are emerging to developing this year and prioritize
our Aboriginal students reading and writing.

SCHOOL STRATEGIES:

To improve in literacy, we will (classroom practices):
*Important to note that staff brainstormed these grade lists of focus so are highly
committed to the work and assisted in developing the plan.
Primary:
K's- implement a formal phonics program in French. K's: daily reading/vocab/phonics in
small groups
Gr 1. - Successfully run Literacy Centres. LART working with a group in the room.
Grade 2: continue focusing on phonics and sight word recognition. A focus on one
sound per week, using visual aides, word walls, cahier de vocabulaire, etc. continue
with the home reading program, and Raz-Kids.

Grade 3: Implement the Phonemique program with the whole class. A focus on 1-2
complex sounds per week. Word walls, visual aids, guided reading, home reading
program, Raz-kids, Lalilo. Try using Heggerty program for English.
Intermediate:
Grade 4 & 5: Direct instruction for students reading below grade level during USSR,
encouraging families to read at home with students. Implement Daily 5 structure.
Grade 6 & 7: continue with paragraph style dictée where students make corrections
based on a correction code and multiple opportunities for success. Utilize USSR for
times to read with students or support at promise learners. Use of Literature Circles and
Adrienne Gear’s frameworks.
Music:
Musical fluency will assist in developing literacy strategy and skills
LART:
Use a systematic intervention program that is scripted and uses pre and post
assessments. (Phonemique, EMS)
Increase frequency and duration of small group intervention
Train CEA’s on specific programs

To improve classroom practices, we will (PD strategies):
Primary:
K's: Implementing the new Kindergarten Survey newly developed.
Grade 2: We will spend time looking at our students’ work to focus on their stretches
and target our instruction.
Grade 3: Continue to collaborate in Grade level teams to ensure consistency.

Intermediate:
Grade 4 & 5: Adrienne Gear (though we do not always have the French versions of the
books mentioned in her books/presentations), collaboration with other teachers in the
same grade.
Grade 6 & 7: We would like to collaborate on looking into some strategies to improve
oral French production and how to increase outdoor learning opportunities with literacy.
LART:
Provide teachers with class-wide Tier 1 & 2 literacy programs (Phonemique)
Support classroom teachers to complete running records grades 4-7

To improve in grade-to-grade transitions, we will…
Primary:
K's- try to align phonics program with grade ones. Or at least to provide the building
blocks for the grade 1s to be successful starting grade one.
Grade 2: collaborate with Grade 1 and 3 teachers, similar to the strategy above.
Grade 3: collaborate with grade 2 and Grade 4 teachers to develop continuity of
learning and common expectations.
Intermediate:
Grade 4 & 5: Collaboration between grades to fill in holes in curriculum, collaboration
within grades to ensure students are learning the same content
Grade 6: Increase opportunity for the two Grade 6 classes to collaborate and socialize
in various settings. Discuss with the Grade 7 teachers what major topics are being
covered to ensure no overlap and increase continuity.
LART:
Collaborate with teachers to develop continuity of learning - i.e. same resources, visuals
(All schools): review your specific subpopulations who are needing targeted strategies
and consider what those strategies are by working with your School Learning Team…
To be completed in full in September once we do our pre assessments.
(All schools): review your student referrals and what you are doing to support them to
stay or return to regular programming…

To be completed in full in September once we do our pre assessments. We have our
caseload of students from June 2022 and we will reassess to see where the greatest
needs are.
To improve Aboriginal student learning, we will… (Use Local Education Agreement and
Aboriginal Education Enhancement Agreement)
1. Both LARTS will make a concerted effort in September to ensure our caseload
students for Aboriginal Education are getting serviced if needed by CEA’s or
LART groups.
2. Brenda Jules, Aboriginal Education Worker, will ensure all students are seen by
her to assist with Literacy supports if warranted.
3. Brenda Jules, Aboriginal Education Worker, will connect with parents often to
build relationships and promote the importance of English and French reading at
home.
● Review the strategies in the Local Education Agreements and Aboriginal
Education Enhancement Agreement and include those strategies that staff agree
will have the most impact.
To be finalized in September 2022
● Explain how you are working with your local First Nation (Education Band
Coordinator, families) to meet the needs of Aboriginal students.
École Lloyd George presently does not have students on the Nominal Roll list.
We monitor our students as a school team. We also have an Aboriginal
Education Committee who will have a standing agenda item whereby the Literacy
progress of our students will be discussed and monitored.

Curriculum Resources
1. L’enseignement multisensoriel simultané (EMS) is a language re-education
method for people of all ages. It is based on the Orton-Gillingham
methodology, which is a structured and highly organized method for language
training. The EMS Program is for K-7, made up of a series of sequential
lessons which teach reading, writing, and spelling with an emphasis on
reading accuracy, followed by a thorough comprehension of written language
and its structures.
https://www.dyslexiacentre.ca/fran%C3%A7ais/lenseignement-multisensorielsimultan%C3%A9

2. Lalilo Premium Edition is a web-based French literacy subscription. This
program supports literacy learning and instruction through interactive and
developmentally appropriate exercises for students and extensive data
tracking and planning tools for teachers. https://lalilo.com/?language=fr
3. Évaluation De Lecture Au Primaire (ELAP) Trousse Level 2 bindersIntermediate teachers will begin using.
4. Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Curriculum: primary version. This is a
35-week program of daily explicit and systematic phonological and
phonemic awareness lessons. Targeting our Gr. 3-5 in English is imperative
since they only start to learn to read and write in English in Gr. 3.
5. Kendore Kingdom is an Orton Gillingham literacy based English curriculum
for grades K-5. The Kendore Kingdom takes students systematically through
reading concepts, beginning with fundamentals and progressing all the way
through to advanced comprehension.

Human Resources
1.Utilizing the skillsets of the Learning Assistance Resource Teachers
2.Accessing support from the District Literacy Teachers
3. Consulting with Tricia Persad for support with French assessments
4.Mentorship from Juniper Ridge Elementary and Sherri Hoffer (LART)

Extra Curricular
Outdoor Education Committee - Literacy Focus as brainstormed by the committee on
Thursday June 23, 2022.
How can we support literacy outside?
1. Name insects, trees, sing French songs outside;
2. Put names on outside objects - trees, playground (slides, swings…).
3. Labeling everything inside would be a good idea too (alarme de feu…)
4. Clothes line outside with all words for the current season (the clothes line could come
back inside every evening).

5. Younger students could use it as a word hunt.
6. It would also be good to have it inside where we have posters of clothes needed to
go outside for each season. Teachers could now point to the poster when students
forget something.
● Field trips… To be completed in September 2022
● Other….
To be completed in September 2022 if ‘other’ ideas arise

Evidence and Next Steps
School Learning Plan Review 2022-2023
As a Staff:
SEPTEMBER 19-National Day of Mourning for Her Majesty the Queen. Vision and Plan
for our NID and Professional Learning with our SLP now on pause. Principal Dumas will
try to incorporate the agenda into Staff Meetings moving forward.
SEPTEMBER 26
NOVEMBER 21
JANUARY 23
FEBRUARY 27
APRIL 17
MAY 29
JUNE 26
At PAC Meetings:
SEPTEMBER 20- School Learning Plan goals and strategies will be shared with PAC
Executive and parents on the call.
Dates to be finalized with PAC in September
To be finalized in September 2022 as year progresses and discussions occur
This section is to be revised on an ongoing basis as you learn from by reviewing school
goals, strategies, and evidence-in-action. Describe when (dates) you reviewed the
school learning plan and who was involved. Aim to review it with students, parents,
staff, and Aboriginal partners on a regular basis to see how we are progressing on
school goals and what might need to change. Consider making this work logistically
with a student focus group, PAC, and a staff group who offer informal feedback on an
ongoing basis). There are different ways to consult and gather meaningful feedback and
we will make time for this discussion during family of schools next year.

Wellbeing Goal
Feeling Welcome/Safe/Sense of Belonging/ Two or More Adults Who Care

HUMAN & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
To develop in students a sense of self-worth and personal initiative; to develop an
appreciation of the fine arts and an understanding of cultural heritage; to develop an
understanding of the importance of physical health and well-being; to develop a sense
of social responsibility, acceptance and respect for the ideas and beliefs of others.

DISTRICT GOAL: Every learner will feel welcome, safe, and connected to their
environments (district-school-classroom).
DISTRICT OUTCOME: Students will feel welcome, safe, and connected to their

school.
SCHOOL RESULTS ANALYSIS:
During our staff meeting on May 16th, 2022, staff had the opportunity to look at the
École Lloyd George Student Learning Survey Report and more precisely analyze the
results of the 4 following questions:
●
●
●
●

Do you feel welcome at your school?
Is school a place where you feel you belong?
Do you feel safe at school?
How many adults do you think care about you at your school? None, 1, 2, 3, 4 or
more?

After great discussions, staff needed a little more time to reflect on our students’
answers. Respecting their wishes, the administration created a survey to hear their
input and feedback. The following is the email that was sent to all staff on May 25th and
a screen shot of the three questions asked to staff.
As per our discussion at the last staff meeting regarding our well-being goal
that as a staff, we would like to work on for the next 5 years, please take
5 minutes to answer the following survey. All staff of LG can submit one answer.
Please answer before Sunday 5pm as we would like to discuss the results
at the staff meeting on Monday. We appreciate your input.

Our staff made it clear (46.7%) that they wanted to focus on the Sense of Belonging for
the next 5 years.

It was also interesting to read their rationale for choosing the Sense of Belonging.

The answers collected from question 3 of our survey were also very helpful as it will
guide us in starting the process in September 2022. The answers also show
commitment from the staff to improve in this area.

HUMAN & SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL GOAL:
At École Lloyd George, students will feel personally accepted, respected, included
and supported within our school community.

School belonging can include a sense of affiliation with the school, relationships
within the school environment, and an individual’s perceptions and feelings about
school.
AREAS TO CELEBRATE:
● On the DEWRS Survey 26% of our students indicated that they love every part of
learning in French Immersion.
● All grade groupings at École Lloyd George co plan and collaborate on specific
Staff Meeting dates.
AREAS TO GROW:
● Kindergarten students entering École Lloyd George rarely know each other as
we are not a neighborhood school. It only makes sense that our Primary
students will take longer than a student attending a neighborhood school to
develop a sense of belonging.
● Kindergarten students on the basement level which also puts them at a
disadvantage to feel a sense of belonging based on their physical location.
● We need to make a consistent effort to share the leadership we require as a
school throughout gr. 4 to 7. A continuum of leadership at LG to make a detailed
list of what each grade does, would be somewhere to start to see an
improvement. This will create succession planning for our feeling connected to
their school.
● When analyzing our data from the DEWRS survey regarding a positive sense of
belonging we are only at 74%. Even the Canadian norm is 77%. This data tells
us we have work to do as we would like to be above the Canadian norm.
● Based on intel from Parents, Staff, Student voice, and behaviour data, we will
target our priority students with a 10 by 2 strategy. If we target them and connect
with them every day with multiple adults we hope to increase their overall well
being. Check ins with them will be critical.

SCHOOL STRATEGIES: State how we will work to improve our goals. Make a
connection to district strategies (we will need to see the final District strategies once the
District Strategic Plan is publicized)
● To improve sense of belonging, we will as a school as brainstormed by the
PBIS Committee June 22, 2022:
○ Bring back the Family BBQ in September
○ Celebrate during assemblies
○ Encourage Sport Teams Participation
○ Focus on Leadership Initiatives
○ Create Community Bulletin Boards
○ Suggestion:
■ Map of the city of Kamloops and all students put a pin where they
live.
■ All staff members could try the “2 minutes over 10 days” to go out of
their way to make students more connected.
■ Teach the Buddy Bench and remind often its purpose.
■ Entire school blitz on JE PARLE EN FRANCAIS crowns to promote
Oral French Language and belonging using our gift of speaking
French.

● To improve classroom practices, we will (PD strategies):
○ Providing staff opportunities to read about Sense of Belonging and how to
increase this at our school is a focus. Book purchased for staff that will be
highlighted and discussed at every staff meeting is:
■ Susie Wise: Design for Belonging: it walks staff through the
"design" of learning spaces to get at belonging. The chapters are:
Feeling Belonging, Seeing Belonging, and Shaping Belonging.
Each staff member received this book as their Welcome Back gift
on September 6th.
■ Staff will complete a “Designing for Belonging” package which
outlines their classroom commitments to the School Learning Plan

goals. Staff will complete this at the Staff Meeting Monday
September 26th, 2022.
○ As a school we will foster respect, inclusion and acceptance. We will
articulate and model norms of respect and empathy as you welcome

staff and families and greet students:
■ Introduce the concept of identity safety, and show students that who
they are and what they think matters.
■ Invite students to formulate schoolwide norms for respect,
acceptance, and inclusion.
■ Give students opportunities to share feelings and experiences from
the summer and the pandemic.
■ Make academic and behavioral expectations clear, explaining their
purpose.
■ Share about ourselves as educators and show that we care.
■ Get to know students, correctly pronounce their names, and use
preferred pronouns.
■ Teach students about the growth mindset and how we all make
mistakes and can learn from them.
● To improve in grade-to-grade transitions, we will… (Review your
grade-to-grade transitions results and list key strategies to improve)...

■ Encourage positive relationships with teachers and school staff
● Students should be encouraged to have at least one
supportive adult within their school environment – someone
who they know, like and have a safe, mutually respectful and
supportive relationship with. Not just academic support, but
emotional support as well.
● The relationships students have at school are important.
Students build relationships with all school staff and
sometimes have more regular contact with staff who don’t
teach in the classroom.

■

Create a positive peer culture of belonging
● Peer groups matter. A sense of belonging towards school (or
even not belonging towards school) can be contagious.
● Schools that have students with a high sense of belonging
create a school culture where a sense of school belonging is

the norm. They offer school-sanctioned activities and events
that promote the school’s ethos and values.
● Schools need supportive leaders that can clearly
communicate the value in school belonging. They should
have policies that promote inclusive school environments as
places to belong. Expectations of behaviours that foster a
sense of belonging for others should run alongside other
school-based expectations of behaviour. Teaching such
behaviours from the day that students start school is
important.
● Teaching students’ social and emotional skills can also
contribute to a culture of belonging. Such skills allow
students to develop and grow skills that foster a sense of
belonging for self and others at school.

■

Value learning
● Students with a high sense of school belonging value
learning, are highly motivated academically and can see the
importance and value in what they learn.
● Teachers can help this process by ensuring they are
emphasizing the importance and purpose of the material
they present to students, have reasonable and appropriate
academic expectations of students within their care, and
have self-efficacy, confidence and passion towards the
content they are teaching.

■ Take proactive steps towards mental health
● All school staff should consider professional development
that provides them with the skills to be preventative and
responsive to the mental health and wellbeing needs of
students. Staff should have basic skills to identify problems
as they arise and know appropriate referral pathways.
● Here relationships are key. If school staff genuinely know
students as individuals, they are more equipped to detect
minor nuances that could indicate problems may be
occurring, such as an absence in class, or changes in
behaviour.
■ Focus on our parents

● Parents have an important role in school communities. A
parent who values education, sees education as an
opportunity for successful outcomes and values and
respects school culture and rules is more likely to have a
child who feels a sense of school belonging, compared to a
parent that grumbles about school, had a bad school
experience themselves, and constantly expressed a dislike
towards schools.
● Schools should communicate to parents that a sense of
school belonging is important.

■ Promote our uniqueness of being Single Track French
● Entire school blitz on JE PARLE EN FRANCAIS crowns to
promote Oral French Language and belonging using our gift
of speaking French.

■ Promote French Culture
● As a school, a focus on French Culture with the return of
prioritizing the uniqueness of Quebec and France.
● With our partners at Canadian Parents for French (CPF)
create opportunities for our students with École South Sahali
and Colline d’Or (Francophone school).

● To improve Aboriginal student learning, we will… (Use Local Education
Agreement and Aboriginal Education Enhancement Agreement) review the
strategies in the Local Education Agreements and Aboriginal Enhancement
Agreement and include those strategies that staff agree will have the most
impact….
● Brenda Jules, Aboriginal Education Worker, will expand her portfolio when
working with classes to discuss belonging and well being (use Indigenous
knowledge)
● At Aboriginal Education Committee meetings a standing item on the agenda will
be fostering Sense of Belonging and ask Brenda Jules to use local elders and
resources to assist in this focus.
● A school wide activity, separate from the Day of Sucwentwecw, will be planned to
acknowledge the importance of Indigeneous Sense of Belonging.
● Aborginal Monthly Thematic Bins related to the month will be used to teach
belonging and connection.

● The 7 Sacred Grandfather Teachings will be woven into our work with both staff
and students as ways to enhance Sense of Belonging and connect to the District
Strategic Plan.
● To improve wellbeing, we are allocating our financial resources towards…
To be finalized at the October 7th 2022 Aboriginal Education Meeting, but AEW
Brenda Jules has been advised that funds will need to be used for this goal in
some capacity.

Evidence and Next Steps
STAFF MEETING DATES
September 26, 2022
October 17, 2022
November 7, 2022
January 9, 2022
February 6, 2022
March 13, 2022
April 3, 2022
May 8, 2022
PBIS MEETING DATES
September 28, 2022
October 19, 2022
November 30, 2022
January 12, 2022
February 9, 2022
April 20, 2022
June 8, 2022

PAC MEETING DATES
To be finalized at the September 20 PAC MEETING 2022
This section is to be revised on an ongoing basis as you learn from by reviewing school
goals, strategies, and evidence-in-action. Describe when (dates) you review the school
learning plan and who was involved. Aim to review it with students, parents, and staff on
a regular basis to see how we are progressing on school goals and what might need to
change. Consider making this work logistically with a student focus group, PAC, and a
staff group who offer informal feedback on an ongoing basis).
THE CULTURAL and IDENTITY GOAL WILL BE DEVELOPED WHEN DISTRICT
STATES TIMING. NO GOAL IS REQUIRED for 2022-2023.
● We are very pleased with the work we are doing in this area already.

●
●
●
●
●

French Culture
Aboriginal Education
Band Program
Rainbow Club for Diversity and Inclusion
Including the 7 Grandfather Teachings

CULTURAL & IDENTITY GOAL
School Leaders: You are not required to set a cultural and identity goal for the
2022-2023 school year. There will be a district report that you may choose to include
and then share how your school has been involved in learning about cultural safety.

CULTURAL & IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT
To develop a sense of identity in individuals and cultural safety and humility in
communities.
DISTRICT GOAL: Every learner will feel safe and thrive personally and culturally.
DISTRICT OUTCOME: Learners will have educational experiences that are free of
racism, discrimination, sexism, harassment, and homophobia.
DISTRICT OBJECTIVE: Establish a baseline of awareness with students, staff, and
parents about cultural safety and humility.
SCHOOL STRATEGIES: State how your school community will work together to learn
about cultural safety.

Evidence and Next Steps
This section is to be revised on an ongoing basis as you learn from by reviewing school
goals, strategies, and evidence-in-action. Describe when (dates) you review the school
learning plan and who was involved. Aim to review it with students, parents, and staff on
a regular basis to see how we are progressing on school goals and what might need to
change. Consider making this work logistically with a student focus group, PAC, and a
staff group who offer informal feedback on an ongoing basis).

